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Hardware security techniques that go beyond page-based security schemes are not common to all architectures. The second new
aspect of SDN (Web-based Software Defined Networking) is the use of high-speed networks to provide network information on

the fly. The most important direction (especially given the applicability of TCP/IP to SDN) they hope will be "network
application integration", where applications running on the network are integrated with software supplied on one side (host) and

on the other side (clients). As a result, new architectures will emerge that are hoped to support current SDN platforms. For
example, an SDN Platform-integrated Platform (PIP) will include a content store, monitoring server, CDN, and other software
services that are provided and managed by the host. For example, it may be that the download of an application from the user's
internal network will occur, bypassing intermediate layers (fiddle servers), and then transferred to an application that is already

on the client's network. It can be called infrastructural SDN. The foundation of SDN is the transparent definition of
applications, each of which can be defined based on customer requirements. To create virtual hosts with hybrid networks, it will

be necessary to determine the integral requirements of applications within the SDN platform (GPGPU RESTRICTOR).
Hardware Support If we consider the industrial implementation of SDN, then this will not happen at all levels of the network -

the systems themselves will not receive new functions. SDN uses centralized network infrastructures, combining the main
interface and interfaces for applications. Depending on how the application loading processes will be carried out, SDOF

(software defined infrastructure) or PLC (prolink operating system - real-time operating system) will have to control POV
relations and collect status information (network , Devices, Tasks, Apps) to make sure the apps work correctly. Since

communication between applications is carried out by POV, this provides efficient management of a multi-layer network
infrastructure. Using POF Components A special application access mechanism is used according to a scheme called the

POMDP (Point of Management Data Protocol) and PICP (Packet Information Communication Protocols) protocols, in which
the application selects one of two protocols
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